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It does not seem possible to distinguish any difference of meaning 
between the three verbs as used of our Lord's knowledge in these 
four passages. What distinction there is is perhaps one of tense
d8wi; being the present, yvovi; and bnyvovs the aorist : yivwirKwv, £1n
yivw1rKwv, are not found in Mark. In other words, when Mark wanted 
to write a present participle, he used that of oTBa : when he was writing 
an aorist, he turned to ylYw<rKw or £mylYw<rKw. Just as with o'i'.Ban and 
yvwir£ir8£, so with d8wi; and yvov-, we construct the complete paradigm 
only by the help of the two verbs. · 

The practical identity of yiYw<rKw and bnylYw<rKw seems to be borne out 
by a comparison of vi 33 Kal. Zyvwirav 7roAAo{ (if we read f:yvwirav with 
B D and fam. 1) Kal. 7r£~ii ••• irw,8paµov and vi 54 £V8vs £myvovTEi; 
a~TOY 7r£pd8paµov . • • 

c. H. TURNER. 

'Arc:\rrHT6c 

A year ago Prof. Souter published in the JOURNAL (Oct. 1926, xxviii 
59) a passage of Plutarch illustrating the sense of aya'Tr'IJTD> for which 
I have pleaded in reference to the Gospels. Shortly before the ap
pearance of Prof. Souter's note my friend the late Prof. A. H. Cruick
shank, of the University of Durham, had communicated to me another 
passage from Plutarch where aya7r'l}TO> is conjoined with JLOYO<; in the 
same sense: de genio Socratis 27 1 (Charon talking of his son) oi!To<; 

( 
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Et7rEY w avopE> EJLOl JLOYO<; E<rTl Kat aya7r'l}TO<;, w<; l<rTE. 
c. H. TURNER. 

THE 'SHORTER TEXT' OF ST LUKE xxn 15-20. 

IN one of the Additional Notes to Can we then Believe? Dr Gore 
deals with the problem of the ' shorter text ' of St Luke's account of 
the Institution of the Eucharist. In this note the writer, with charac
teristic candour, records his abandonment of 'a preference for the 
longer text, as it is found in the A.V. and R.V.', and admits the force 
of the textual argument against that longer text, as presented by 
Dr Hort and Dr Sanday. But he still finds the problem of this 
passage insoluble. The shorter text appears to hold the field, yet ' on 
the other hand, it is difficult to suppose that St Luke should have been 
Content to give an account of the Institution which ends so abruptly, 
and leaves it to be supposed that our Lord dealt with the cup before 

1 In the Teubner edition of the Maralia, iii 539. 
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the bread, and should have omitted in connexion with the cup any 
reference to its sacramental meaning'. 

Dr Gore is surely justified, alike in abandoning the 'longer text', 
and in feeling that the ' shorter text ', as commonly presented, is 
extremely hard to accept and to understand. It is the purpose of this 
note to give reasons for thinking that a different ' shorter text ' can be 
reconstructed, on the basis of the textual evidence, and that such a text 
is both likely to be what St Luke actually wrote, and also offers none 
of the difficulties which are involved in the acceptance of the reading 
found in Codex Bezae.1 

Before passing on to consider the textual . evidence, I would call 
attention to a question which is more important than some scholars 
have appeared to realize. The Marean narrative provided St Luke 
with the words ovKl'Tl ov µ~ 7r{w EK 'TOV yevfJµaTO> 'T~'> ilµ7r€Aov lws 'T~'> 

~µlpa> EKe{v71> O'TUV av'TO 7r{vw KULVOV €v rii /3acn>..e{<f 'TOV Oeov. Since Luke 
was purposing to add at a later point a reference to eating and drinking 
at the table of the Lord in His kingdom, he wrote down Mark xiv 25 in 
a shortened form-ou µ~ 7r{w •.. f!ws oTov ~ {3acn>..da Tov Oeov (>..Ou ; but 
he also deliberately duplicated the whole utterance-€m0vµl<f €7reOvµ71<ra 
cf>aye'iv ..• >..lyw yap vµ'iv O'Tl ov µ~ cf>ayw UV'TO f!ws O'TOV 7rA71pwOfJ lv 'TfJ 
{3a<riAe{<f Tov Oeov. What was the point of this duplication ? This 
will appear more clearly later on ; but it is to be noted that the effect of 
the duplication is to open the story of the Last Supper with a solemn 
and mysterious reference to (I) eating and ( 2) drinking. In the Textus 
Receptus this double reference is then repeated, in full liturgical form; 
whereas in the text of D the reference to drinking is followed only by 
a curiously abrupt account of the eucharistic breaking of the bread. 
Thus it is misleading to speak of that text as though it merely inverted 
the normal liturgical order, and placed the cup before the bread; it 
does not do so 2 ; it merely adds a reference to bread and eating after 

1 The whole passage Luke xxii 14-23 was the subject of a very interesting study 
by Dr H. E. D. Blakiston which appeared in this JouRNAL in 1903 (vol. iv, pp. 548-
555). Dr Blakiston, who was definitely inclined to prefer the 'longer text' 
to that of W-H, propounded the hypothesis that the whole section was 'not 
the Synoptic tradition with additional details perhaps affected by St Paul's version, 
but a deliberate, though intentionally incomplete, conflation of two distinct, in
dependent, and perhaps equally original narratives of the Institution'. The acute 
arguments by which this hypothesis was supported do not concern me here; but 
it is interesting to find that the narrative which Dr Blakiston assigned to the Lucan 
source is exactly identical with the Lucan text towards which, as I believe, the 
textual evidence really points. 

2 The view here rejected is maintained by Loisy (Evang17es Synoptiques ii 528); 
' le recit de Luc a toujours embarrasse Jes commentateurs, la benediction de la coupe 
precedant celle du pain, sauf a revenir une seconde fois apres le souper.' Loisy 
holds the common view that the Lucan account and order, as given in D &c., is to 
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the twofold utterance about eating and drinking which is found in 
vv. r5-r8. This 'shorter text ', then, ought not to be thought of as 
narrating a complete eucharistic Institution in an abnormal order. Its 
difficulty is not one of order but of redundance; for if it be accepted 
we have to explain why one half of the Institution-narrative is appended 
to a passage in which the twofold elements of the eucharistic action 
are already represented, enigmatically indeed, but in their normal 
sequence. 

The textual evidence is reduced by Dr Zahn in his Commentary 
(pp. 67 r ff) to four main types of reading, namely:-

I. an early Syriac-La~in form, in which vv. 17-18 are placed after 
uwµa µ.ov, and take the place of 19b-20 as the conclusion of the 
narrative; 

II. the text of the great uncials, &c. ; 
III. that of the Peshitto, which omits 17-18 altogether, but includes 

r9-20 as they are found in II; 
IV. the reading of D a: ff2 &c., which inserts Kat A.af3.wv •.• uwµa µov 

only, after v. 18. 
This classification is rather a rough one, as a closer glance at the 

Syriac evidence would shew, but it is adequate, perhaps, for our present 
purpose. Of the types thus distinguished, III may clearly be dis
regarded ; and in spite of Professor A. C. Clark's rehabilitation of II 
(Primitive Text of the Gospels pp. 77 ff) I will take leave to assume 
that the weight of evidence is definitely unfavourable to II, and that II 
is a deliberate and non-Luc-an assimilation of a difficult passage to more 
familiar texts and usages. But it must not be forgotten that the 
evidence for II, or something very like it, is extremely early. Justin 
Martyr (Apo!. i 66), harmonistic though his reference to the Eucharist 
may be, clearly thought of the words TovTo 1l"Ol£Vr£ d<; T~v &vaµv'Y/rr{v µov 

as Gospel words, and when he wrote Kat To 1l"OT~pwv &µo{w<; it is to be 
presumed -that the Lucan wrravTw<; was in his mind. Marcion also-1 
though the evidence for his reading at this point is incomplete
appears to have had in his text the words 'Oia(}~K'YJ tv ,.41 aiµaT[ µov. 

Therefore, if II is the product of a process of assimilation, that process 
must have begun very early indeed. 

This being admitted and borne in mind, we have next to ask 
whether any of our extant Gospel-texts is so pure as to preserve the 

be illustrated from the Didache; it reproduces the normal ] ewish order of the 
benedictions, which was not the order in which the distribution took place. The 
order bread-wine was due, he thinks, to St Paul, 'qui a vu surtout dans l'eucharistie 
le symbole et la continuation du sacrifice de la croix ... De ce point de vue 
theologien, la fraction du pain, symbole de la mort, s'offrait la premiere a !'esprit, 
et permettrait de comprendre sans diflkulte le symbolisme du vin '· 
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original text from which the process of assimilation and amplification 
took its beginning; and since the reading of D &c. has been accepted 
as the standard type of ' shorter text', we have to ask whether D pre
serves what St Luke wrote, or whether even this text has undergone 
any amplification. 

In order to answer this question we must look more closely into 
the texts roughly grouped by Zahn under the heading I. Within this 
group Syr-sin seems to stand over against Syr-cu and b e as representing 
a more advanced stage of textual evolution, while b e, again, are more 
primitive than Syr-cu. A conspectus will make this clear:-

Syr-sin 

e7rd)vp.tt[- e7re8vp.YJ<ra 

To 7racrxa cpayeiv µ.e8' vp.wv 

7rp0 TOV p.e 7ra8eiv 

A.eyw yap vp.tv 

(on) ovKETt ov JJ-'Y/ cpayw awo 

ew<; OTOV 1rA'YJpw8v 

ev TTJ {3acrtAetq. TOV Beov 

Kat A.a{Jwv apT'OV 

evxaptCTT'YJCTa<; eKAacrev 

Kat eilwKeV avTot<; A.eywv 

TOVTO eCTTLV TO crwp.a p.ov 

TO v7rep vp.wv lltllop.evov 

OVTW<; 7rOtetTe 

et<; T'YJV ep.'Y}V avap.V'Y}CTtV 

Kat p.eTa TO 8et7rV'YJCTat 

,\a(Jwv TO 7rOT'YJPlOV 

evxapt<TT'Y}CTa<; e7r aVTW 

et7reV A.a{JeTe TOVTO 

8tap.eptcraT£ et<; eaVTOV<; 

TOVTO eCTTt TO atp.a p.ov 

'Y/ KatV'Y} 'fitaB'YJK'YJ 

A.eyw yap vp.tv 

on ov P-'Y/ 7rtW a7rO TOV vvv 

a7ro TOV yev'Y}p.aTO<; TOVTOV 

ew<; OTOV 'Y/ {3acrtAeta TOV 

Beov eAB'YJ 

e (Syr..Cu, b) 

concupiscentiam concupi 
hoe pascha manducare uobiscum 
priusquam patiar 
dico enim uobis 
quia iam non manducabo illud 
doneque adimplear (impleatur b) 
in regno dei 
et accepit panem et (et accepto 

pane b) 
gratias egit ( + e7r' avT'!I cu) et fregit 
et dedit eis (illis b) dicens 
hoe est corpus meum 
(+TO v7rep vp.wv 

OVTW<; 7rOtEtTe 

et<; T'YJV ep.'YJV avap.V'YJCTLV CU: om b e) 
et 
accepit calicem et 
(accepto calice b) 
gratias egit ( + E7r avTw cu) 
et dixit accipite ( + hoe et b 

+ToVTO cu) 
uiuite (diuidite b) inter uos 

dico enim uobis 
quod non uiuam (bibam b) amodo 
de potione uitis (de generatione 

uitis huius b: a7ro Tov yev'YJp.aTo<; 

TOVTOV T'YJ<; ap.7reAOV CU) 

quoadusque (donec b) regnum 
dei ueniat. 
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The Greek text underlying the Sinaitic Syriac, with its additions of 
'TO ~7r€p vp.wv IM6p.€YOV ('which I give for you'), oiJTw> 1f'Ol€L'T€ K'TA., fL€'Ta 
To 8n7rV~crai, and TovT6 £crn To afp.a p.ov ~ Kaiv~ 8iaB~KYJ, is clearly later, 
at this point, than that represented in the Curetonian, while the 
Curetonian is in its turn later than the Latin authorities grouped with 
it ; and we may conveniently take e, therefore, as representing Zahn's 
group I in its earliest extant form. 

What, then, is the difference between the text of I (e) and that of IV 
(D a .//2, &c.)? Neglecting minor details, it amounts simply to this, 
that IV has the words Kal A.a/3wv 11.pTov ••• To crwp.a p.ov after the clause 
tw> OTov ~ f3acri>..da Tov Owv ;>._(}TJ, whereas I has the same words ap
pended to the Clause lw> OTov 1rAYJpwOfj £v Tfj f3acriA£{q. Tov Owv. Dr 
Sanday (in H. D. B. ii 636 f) regarded the reading of e as an attempt to 
improve upon that found in D. 'The omission of vv. 19L20 

(D a ff2 i l) belongs to the oldest form of the Western text. The next 
step was to transpose the order of vv. I7-I8 and r9a, so as to make the 
sequence of the Bread and Cup correspond to that in the other 
authorities.' Yet, with all due deference to so high an authority, it is 
permissible to doubt the correctness of this reconstruction of the 
textual developement, and to suggest an alternative. 

Since k is not extant at this point, e is our only available representa
tive, though by no means a consistent representative, of the African 
Latin ; and it is not impossible that e should be regarded here as 
parallel to D rather than derivative from D. In fact, I would suggest, 
these two manuscripts represent two extremely early and almost 
identical attempts to emend a difficult passage, or rather they represent 
one and the same attempt, marred in one case and not in the other by 
a mischance. 

Is there not a presumption, where a piece of 'over-matter' is found, 
in two different but kindred authorities, at two different points in 
a paragraph, that it is in both cases an interpolation ? If that is so, 
the present case is surely one in which that presumption is of ex
ceptional strength. We have here a little section, very strangely 
placed in D and less strangely in e, but occurring in both cases after 
the words f3acriA.£{q. Tov Owv. Is it not probable, at least, that the 
clause is a very early interpolation, intended from the first to be 
inserted where e has it, but added by mischance, in an ancestor of D, 
after the wrong f3acriA£{q. TOV Owv? Professor Turner, to whom I made 
this suggestion, amplifies and illuminates it thus : 'one might suppose 
that the first change was that a very early annotator put in the Kat 

A.a/3wv ••. crwp.O. p.ov clause between two columns of his papyrus roll, 
and that e's ancestor copied it into his copy in the left-hand column of 
the text, D's ancestor into the column to the right, that is, at a later point.' 
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This interpolation, if we may now venture to call it so, is not based 
on I Corinthians nor on Matthew but on Mark ; ~8WK£V avTOL> appears 
in Matthew as Soil> ro'i> p.aOYJrals and is absent from the Pauline text. 
Moreover, with its omission of A0..{3£r£ it is closer to the text of k in 
Mark than to that of the critical editions, although it does not go so far 
with k as to include 'et manducauerunt ex illo omnes ', which Professor 
Turner (Inaugural Lecture ed. 2 p. 7r) believes to be the authentic 
Marean text. Both D and e, however, with £vxapurr~<ra> and gratias 
egit shew a slight assimilation to the Pauline text, or to that of Luke xxii 
17, whereas the Marean reading is undoubtedly £vAoy~<ra> (bene
dixit k). 

It may be asked whether after all it is not possible that the e text as 
it stands is original. The answer seems to be that in its present form 
it cannot be the parent of the text of D, nor does it in any way serve 
to explain the reading of the great uncials. On the other hand, it is, 
as I believe, the most primitive text that we possess; but in order to 
explain the other and later forms we seem forced to go back behind all 
extant MS authority, and to discern behind e a text in which there was 
no explicit eucharistic reference at all. Such a text must have seemed 
from the first to cry out for amplification 1 ; and such a text alone 
would afford a simple and adequate explanation of all the subsequent 
variants. That it explains the present reading of e is obvious; while 
Zahn's text-form II may either have been an independent amplification, 
or, conceivably, may have originated on the basis of the error now 
perpetuated in D and its congeners. In any case, there is a direct 
road from the shortest of all the possible ' short forms ' to any of the 
longer ones. 

A word must now be said about the resultant text : Kal £i7T£V 7Tpo<; 
avTOV>' £m0vp.{Cf £7T£0VJJ-YJ<Tll TOVrO TO 7Ta<Txa cpay£'iv p.£0' vp.wv 7Tpd TOV 
JJ-€ 7Ta0£'iv· Myw yap vp.'iv OTL ov JJ-~ cpayw a&o lw> OTOV 7TAY)pw0ij iv 
rii {3a<riA£{'f roil Owv. Kat 8£~ap.£vo> 7TOT~pwv £vxapi<rr~<ra> £l7T£V' A.a/3£r£, 
8iap.£p{<rar£ £1> £12vrov>. A.lyw yap vp.tv 6n ov p.~ 7T{w a7To roil vvv a1To 
roil y£v~p.aro> [ rovrov J r1J> &.p.7TEAov lw> orov ~AOIJ ~ /3a<riA£[a roil Owv. 
7TA~ i8ov ~ X£lp roil 1Tapa8{8ovr6c; p.£ KTA. All this is deliberately 
substituted for the explicit eucharistic reference of Mark. The motive 
for the duplication ov p.~ cpayw .•• ov p.~ 7T[w, which replaces Mark's 
ovKl.n ov p.~ 1T{w, at once becomes plain. The words are cpwviivra 
<TVV£ro'i<riv; the double reference to eating and drinking, coupled 
with the promise uttered later of a 8ia0~KYJ, wherein the faithful, 
and they only, would eat and drink at the Lord's table in His 

1 The amplifying process is presumably older than Marcion, but the form in which 
his text appears to have presented it would have commended itself to him on the 
ground of its Pauline character. 
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kingdom, would be understood to veil from all but the initiated the 
intimacies of a familiar rite. But even so veiled a reference must 
touch, though allusively, upon food as well as upon drink: and the 
duplication of the Marean utterance serves to clothe the allusion in 
a perfectly appropriate form. 

I do not infer, as some recent German scholarship is inclined to do, 
that the story of the Last Supper was not, in St Luke's mind, linked 
closely with liturgical usage, that it was not kultzsch gedacht. Contrari-

. wise, I am tempted to think that we have here such a genuine trace of 
a dt"sciplina arcani as reappears in the Fourth Gospel. One can quite 
readily conceive that St Luke's narrative was published under circum
stances which made it inadvisable to disclose the inner meaning of 
Christian woPship. Dr Blakiston, in the paper alluded to above, called 
attention to some of the contacts between the Third Gospel and the 
Fourth at this point. A recent study by von Harnack, dealing with 
Marcionite readings and their influence upon Catholic texts, has 
suggested others. Here, perhaps, we have one more; and the signifi
cance of these contacts offers a problem for which no one yet, so far as 
I know, has provided an adequate solution.1 

H. N. BATE. 

THE THEOPHANIES OF GIDEON AND MANOAH. 

IN the course of the criticism of the Old Testament it is often 
necessary to conclude that a particular narrative or element of a 
narrative is unhistorical, on the ground that it is contradicted by other 
evidence which appears to be more trustworthy. But the task still 
remains of considering the details, for in the effort to understand them 
we may often throw light upon beliefs and ideas of great value for the 
study of history in its widest sense. For example, if the opening 
chapters of Genesis are not regarded as an authentic account of the 
beginning of the world, we find in its stead a quantity of evidence 
which illumines the ideas and beliefs of the Hebrews, and what we 
seem to lose in 'objective ' history we gain in a deeper knowledge of 
Hebrew life and thought. In the long run we acquire material which 

1 This note was written, and had left my hands, before the publication of 
Professor Burkitt's note on the same passage in the January number of this 
JouRNAL (pp. 178 ff.). Professor Burkitt holds that the 'shorter text' preserves 
the true Lucan reading, while the ' longer text' dates from the formation of the 
Church's official Canon of Four Gospels. I should prefer to say that the 'shorter' 
and the 'longer' texts both date from successive stages in that process, and that 
the earlier of these stages cannot be placed later than the first decades of the 
second o::entury, 


